From last week….
Late in the second quarter, A1 is fouled by B1 (common foul, not a shooting foul), the table
tells you it is the seventh team foul on Team B and A1 goes to the line for a one and one.
A1 makes the first but misses the second where the rebound is tipped in by A2. As Team B
brings the ball up the court and first half ends. Before the 3rd quarter starts, the scorer
alerts the officials that the foul on B1 was only the 6th team foul on Team B near the end of
the second quarter and A1 should not have received a one and one. What is the procedure
to correct this, if any?

Here you go!!!! Rules 2.10 recall first.....

SO...in OUR play, the clock was stopped when the error occurred, so we must correct it
before the first dead ball becomes live after the clock has properly started. Live ball and
dead ball are extremely important. Remember that after a made goal, the ball is dead.
So the error occured by allowing the free throw(s). The first was made (clock not
started) and the second was missed, so clock 'properly' started on the touch for the
rebound. The rebounded shot went in and thus the ball is dead. The error MUST be
recognized at this point (and before the ball is in-bounded) at the latest in order to
correct it. So in the situation presented, as soon as the ball is inbounded, nothing may
be correct. Thus, when the officials arrive after halftime, nothing may be corrected. Even
if the officials had been alerted prior to leaving at halftime 'when they checked the
books' it was too late. Hopefully the error went AGAINST THE HOME TEAM! Then we
can at least tell the home come it was his/her table who told us incorrect info!

Hope you have a great scrimmage today, keep in mind today is Pearl Harbor
Remembrance Day (80 year anniversary) and preparing for Friday!
Tim

